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Abstract: Conventional (diesel-electric) submarines can provide improved stealth compared to
nuclear submarines once submerged. This is because nuclear submarines are generally larger and are
required to operate their nuclear reactors at all times, unlike diesel-electric submarines which are
generally smaller and can run exclusively on batteries when submerged which generally requires
fewer moving parts. These characteristics normally result in a smaller acoustic, thermal and magnetic
signature which afford diesel-electric submarines greater stealth when submerged. However, the
current underwater range and endurance is limited by the energy storage or generation for submerged
operation. The application of emerging energy storage technology seeks to address this limitation
and provide significant tactical and operational advantages to the conventional submarine operator.
From a fire safety perspective, the potential addition of technologies such as rechargeable lithiumion batteries, Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) systems and increasingly sophisticated electronic
equipment dramatically changes the risk space in an already challenging and unforgiving underwater
environment. This study reviews the functions, failure modes and maturity of emerging technologies
that have serious submarine fire safety implications. A semi-quantitative assessment of the fire risk
associated with potential large future conventional submarine design options for batteries and AIP
is provided. This assessment concludes that lithium-ion batteries pose the greatest challenge with
regard to integration into conventional submarines without compromising reliability or safety.
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1. Introduction
Fire dynamics are well understood in many industries, including the maritime industry, where various regulations, guidelines, technologies and engineering expertise have
served to reduce the risk associated with fires. Fire incidents on submarines present unique
challenges, however, and continue to pose a serious risk to submarine operations and
submariners. The UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) reported 266 fire incidents on its nuclear
submarines in the last 25 years, 20 of which required significant on-board resources to
contain [1]. In a space of five years between 2011 and 2015, the Indian Navy have suffered
four serious fire or fire safety system related incidents on their conventional submarines,
claiming a total of 41 lives [2–4].
The current geo-political and maritime security environment dictate that conventional,
diesel-electric submarines are still a popular choice for many nations such as Australia.
Conventional submarines can provide improved stealth compared to nuclear submarines
once submerged. Submarines may be required to travel large distances and avoid detection
to maintain security of national interests such as shipping lanes. This requires long underwater range and endurance which is currently generally provided by lead-acid battery
storage that, when depleted, require submarines to surface to charge with diesel generators.
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During battery charging there is a greater likelihood of a submarine being detected. Emerging energy generation and storage technologies have the potential to significantly increase
energy supply for underwater operation for the conventional, diesel-electric design. As
new submarine designs emerge, they are likely to feature some emerging energy generation
and storage technologies in the manned submarine domain. From the application of these
technologies, fire risks previously not considered in submarine design and operation will
be encountered which will necessitate research, development, testing and evaluation of
potential controls. The primary purpose of this study is to review a range of possible
technologies that may be integrated into the future submarines and provide a risk-based
assessment of fire safety and mitigation options.
The paper consists of various sections starting with a methodology which also outlines
the limitations of this study. An overview of systems/technologies and risks are described
from a historical perspective, including available mitigation measures. Then, the fire safety
risk is considered for various potential technologies including future submarine context,
functional description, fuel and ignition source and technology maturity. It is followed by
a semi-quantitative fire risk assessment and suggestions for potential mitigation measure.
The concluding section summarizes the findings and proposes future works.
2. Methodology
The study will review and assess the fire risk associated with potential future submarine design options for fire safety critical elements including batteries, Air Independent
Propulsion (AIP), electrical wiring and electronic systems. Three AIP technologies generally used in submarines are: hydrogen fuel cell, MESMA (Module Energie Sous-Marin
Autonome) engines and Stirling engines. The study will also include a brief overview of
potential fire safety system components including the latest fire safety technology (e.g.,
water mist, hypoxic fire prevention systems, new materials, etc.). The risk-based assessments will involve understanding of fire scenarios, possible consequences based on past
incidence and a semi-quantitative risk analysis. Key outputs from the study will be focused
on highlighting key fire risk areas in future submarine design and providing an indication
of the suitability and effectiveness of available technologies.
Limitations
The risk assessment will exclude fire caused by combat incidents involving the submarine, although this should be considered for further research to assist in the assessment
of platform survivability. Submarine armament and weaponry has been excluded from
the study due to the classified nature of emerging technologies and the relatively high
level of fire safety understanding surrounding the storage, handling and use of weaponry.
Furthermore, only the submerged mode of submarine operation, which refers to operation
at or below periscope depth, will be considered. Not only is this the most safety critical
mode of operation for a submarine, but it is also the mode in which the technologies
under consideration primarily operate. Notwithstanding, a holistic approach is required
to manage risk across the entire lifecycle of the submarine including other modes of operation, maintenance and disposal, however the scope of research in this instance was
necessarily constrained and focused on the most severe risks so as to target more valuable
research outcomes first. Noting the way in which these technologies will be used, and that
submerged operation presents the highest risk, any controls developed to reduce risk in
this operational mode will significantly benefit other modes of operation.
3. Overview of Systems and Risks
3.1. General Objectives of Submarine Mission and Hazards
The key submarine mission objectives in the event of a fire are assumed to be (a)
Prevent the loss of the submarine; (b) Prevent loss of life and minimise injury where
possible; and (c) Maintain stealth and continue mission if possible [5]. However, anecdotal
evidence suggested that sometimes the mission (c) gets priority over the crew (b). Note that
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the order of priority is dependent on the mission and the phase of the mission when the
incident occurs which can sometimes mean mission is prioritised above the safety of the
crew. The objectives typically require damage control and emergency operating procedures
to be enacted to extinguish the fire, restore functionality to the submarine, tend to crew
members, retain stealth if at all possible and once the situation is settled, decide to continue
the mission or return to base.
The consequences of fire on a submarine can lead directly to injury and loss of life,
however due to the hostile, high-pressure, underwater environment in which a submarine
operates, a fire can lead indirectly to loss of the submarine even if the fire is able to be
contained. Examples include:

•
•
•
•

•

Fire damage to the propulsion system or supporting subsystems which compromises
propulsion of the submarine, leading to depth excursion, resulting in loss of the submarine.
Fire and smoke damage causing multiple system failure and compromised ability to
monitor and control the submarine, resulting in loss of the submarine.
Heat from fire reducing the strength of the pressure hull, leading to loss of structural
integrity, resulting in loss of the submarine.
Fire damage and/or firefighting and damage control actions leading to compromise
of fluid containment systems, causing internal flooding of the submarine, resulting in
loss of the submarine.
Fires resulting from malfunction of weapon systems, torpedoes and missiles.

3.2. Fire Dynamics on Submarines and Possible Consequences
Submarines have a number of unique characteristics that contribute to rapid growth
and spread of fire and smoke, the effectiveness of fire suppressants, and occupant behaviour
in the event of a fire. Some key physical characteristics, highlighted by the US Naval Ships’
Technical Manual Chapter 555—Volume 2 Submarine Firefighting [6], and other factors are
discussed below.

•
•

•

Fire Growth and Intensity—Submerged submarines are pressurised and without ventilation, creating ideal conditions for accelerated fire growth and overall higher intensity.
Spread of Smoke and Heat—the layout of a submarine places many ignition and fuel
sources at the bottom of the submarine whilst access points in many compartments
are provided to the decks above which provides ideal conditions and pathways for
the spread of rising smoke and heat.
Occupant Behaviour—in fire scenarios, occupant characteristics can be wide and varied with some contributing significantly to the outcome of a fire incident. Fortunately,
in a submarine all occupants are fit, well trained, intimately familiar with the layout
of the submarine and there is always at least a subset of the crew that is highly alert
and actively monitoring the health of the submarine.

These characteristics provide both challenges and opportunities to manage fire risks
and aspects that are unique to submarines and must be considered carefully in the design
and operation of a submarine.
3.3. Safety Incident On-Board Submarines
Fire remains one of the top types of submarine incidents, as shown by a comprehensive
statistical review of submarine incidents since 1946 [7]. A breakdown of incident types,
summarised in Figure 1, shows that 10% of incidents were fire, and 11% were explosion
which can often be attributed to flammable substances and other causes of fire.
It is important to note that submarine technology and operating procedures have
changed significantly since 1946, particularly following the inception of the US Navy’s
SUBSAFE program following the loss of USS Thresher in 1963. Therefore, it is pertinent to
consider submarine incidents in more recent times. A listing of publicly reported submarine
incidents from 2006 to 2015 is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Relative Contribution of Submarine Incident Types, 1946 to 2005 [7].
Table 1. Publicly Reported Submarine Incident Listing, 2006–2015.
Submarine

Sub Type

Year

Incident Type

Cause

Fate

Fatalities

Injured

Ref

Daniil
Moskovsky

Nuclear

2006

Fire

Electrical wiring
fault

Significant
Damage

2

0

[8]

USS
Minneapolis
Saint Paul

Nuclear

2006

Man overboard

Bad weather

Significant
Damage

2

2

[9]

USS Newport
News

Nuclear

2007

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[10]

HMS Tireless

Nuclear

2007

Explosion

Emergency
oxygen system
fault

Significant
Damage

2

1

[11]

HMS Superb

Nuclear

2008

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[12]

2008

Toxic substance
exposure

Accidental
triggering of fire
extinguishing
system

Significant
Damage

20

21

[13]

2008

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[14]

Nerpa

INS
Sindhughosh

Nuclear

Conventional

HMS
Vanguard/Le
Triomphant

Nuclear

2009

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[15]

USS Hartford

Nuclear

2009

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[16]

Fire

Faulty battery
valve,
subsequent gas
leak

Significant
Damage

1

2

[17]

INS
Sindhurakshak

Conventional

2010
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Table 1. Cont.
Submarine

INS Shankush

HMS Astute
HMCS Corner
Brook

Sub Type

Conventional

Nuclear
Conventional

Year

Incident Type

Cause

Fate

Fatalities

Injured

Ref

2010

Man overboard

Washed
overboard
during repair
operation

Significant
Damage

1

0

[18]

2010

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[19]

2011

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

2

[20]

Damage

0

9

[21]

Yekaterinburg

Nuclear

2011

Fire

Fire whilst
alongside,
caused during
welding

HMS Astute

Nuclear

2011

Flood

Cooling pipe
leakage

Damage

0

0

[22]

HMS Astute

Nuclear

2011

Murder

Crew member
deliberately fired
weapon

Significant
Damage

1

1

[23]

USS Miami

Nuclear

2012

Fire

Deliberately lit

0

0

[24]

USS
Montpelier

Nuclear

2012

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[25]

2012

Fire

Fuel leak

Damage

0

0

[26]

Damage

0

0

[27]

Collins Class
(unknown)

Conventional

Decommissioned

HMAS
Farncomb

Conventional

2012

Flood

Weight
compensation
system, hose
rupture

INS
Sindhurakshak

Conventional

2013

Fire

Fire whilst
alongside, cause
unknown

Sunk

18

0

[28]

Damage

0

15

[29]

Tomsk

Nuclear

2013

Fire

Fire whilst
alongside,
caused during
welding

USS
Jacksonville

Nuclear

2013

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[30]

INS
Sindhuratna

Conventional

2014

Fire

Electrical wiring
fault

Significant
Damage

2

7

[31]

HMAS Waller

Conventional

2014

Fire

Unknown

Damage

0

0

[32]

INS
Sindhughosh

Conventional

2014

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[33]

2014

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[34]

2014

Collision

Navigation error

Damage

0

0

[35]

Fire

Fire whilst
alongside,
caused during
welding

Damage

0

0

[36]

HMS Talent
SS Carrera

Orel

Nuclear
Conventional

Nuclear

2015

It should be noted that in many cases, reporting the incidence, nature and severity
of submarine incidents is governed by defence security classification and therefore nondisclosure of these events to the public. It is likely that many more submarine incidents
have occurred but cannot be revealed or analysed for reasons of national security. Figure 2a
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summarises an analysis of the incidents in Table 1 and shows that collision and fire remain
among the top types of submarine incidents in recent years.

Figure 2. (a) Relative Contribution of Submarine Incident Types, 2006–2015 (b) Submarine Fatalities by Incident Type,
2006–2015.

In terms of fatalities, fire was the leading cause of death on-board a submarine from
2006 to 2015, as shown in Figure 2b. Those categorised as ”toxic substance exposure” can be
traced back to a single event which was caused by inadvertent triggering of the automatic
fire suppression system.
A review of the causes of incidents resulting in fatalities shows that fire in critical
submarine components such as batteries, engines and electrical equipment, and fire safety
system components, namely automatic suppression systems, account for the vast majority
of submarine fatalities in recent years. For the purposes of this study, incidents involving conventional submarines are of particular interest. Incident types for conventional
submarines follow much the same trend, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Relative Contribution of Conventional Submarine Incident Types, 2006–2015.
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Based on the case reviewed, fire incidents on submarines appear to have become more
prevalent in recent years with flooding incidents becoming less frequent. As stated previously, recent advancements in energy storage and AIP technology will see the integration
of new components previously unproven in a submarine which could potentially further
increase operational risks related to fire.
The above review of submarine safety incidents highlights the importance of fire
safety on submarines.
3.4. Fire Safety Risks for Conventional Submarines
Unlike nuclear submarines which have a relatively boundless air independent power
supply, conventional submarines must rely on hydrocarbon fuels and energy storage
technologies to achieve stealth and discretion. This presents a unique set of fire safety risks.
3.4.1. Current State—Australia’s Collins Class
Australia’s Collins Class submarine has a traditional diesel-electric, conventional
submarine configuration with three diesel engines providing electrical generation for four
lead-acid battery packs that provide electrical power for main propulsion power and hotel
load. The submarine’s fire safety system features some important components [37]: (1) A
halon 1301 fixed fire suppression system; (2) Zone-related smoke, flame and heat detectors;
(3) Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF) system for manual firefighting; and (4) Various
portable fire extinguishers.
3.4.2. Future Submarine
For Australia’s future submarine various powering options were considered [38]
which is shown in Table 2. With the exception of diesel engines, many of these technologies
have seen little to no service in large conventional submarines so the risks for submarines
are somewhat unknown.
Table 2. Various Powering Options were considered for Australia’s Future Submarine.
Options
Diesel engines
AIP

Soryu Class (Japan)
√

√

Barracuda Class—Conventional Variant (France)
√

(4 Stirling engines)

√

Lithium ion batteries

√
(MESMA steam turbine)
MESMA-Module Energie Sous-Marin Autonome
√
*

Type 216 (Germany)
√

√

(Hydrogen fuel cell)

√

* Under consideration for future flights of the submarine program.

Fire safety system components for future submarines may include:

•
•
•

Prevention: Hypoxic atmosphere fire prevention system, monitoring and control systems;
Suppression: Water mist, foam, gaseous agents; and
Structure and materials: Fire resistant casing for batteries.

3.4.3. Fire Risk Considerations
A more informed, semi-quantitative risk analysis will be undertaken in the later
stages of this project, however a high-level assessment of the abovementioned technologies
highlights some key fire risk factors to be considered when assessing suitability and
effectiveness of different options:

•

Diesel engines:

The fire risks for diesel engines are well known and there are no new risks that can
be foreseen for future submarines. Common causes of fires include hose/pipe leakages,
ruptures, and disconnections causing release or spray of flammable fuels and oils onto hot
surfaces or other ignition sources.

•

Air Independent Propulsion:
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Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) requires the submarine to have its own independent
source of air, such as liquefied oxygen, to facilitate the release of energy in order to provide
propulsion to the submarine whilst it is submerged. The use of air independent propulsion
on submarines dates back to World War II, however newer technologies such as fuel cells
and the MESMA steam turbine have only been in use for the last 10–15 years. Further, AIP
has had very limited use in large conventional submarines.
AIP requires high pressure storage of oxygen, hydrogen and other flammable gases
in the submarine which provides a readily ignitable fuel source for fires. In addition, the
operation of AIP machinery in some cases requires the combustion of fuels and exhaust of
hot gases which are unable to be vented outside the submarine when operating at depth.
A fire incident is significantly harder to manage during submerged operations which is
often when use of AIP is required [39].

•

Lithium-ion batteries:

With superior energy density, improved charge and discharge dynamics and better
overall operational life, lithium-ion batteries can provide significant underwater endurance
and range advantages over the lead-acid batteries which are typically used in conventional
submarines [39]. However, lithium-ion batteries present a greater fire risk than lead-acid
batteries and the implications of their use in conventional submarines over an extended
time period is not well understood relative to lead-acid batteries which have been in
operation on submarines for around a century.
4. Fire Safety Risk Considerations—Technology Review
4.1. Lithium-Ion Batteries
4.1.1. Future Submarine Context
Due to the relatively high energy density of lithium-ion batteries, space, weight
and power savings can be traded off for greater underwater endurance and range which
can greatly increase submarine stealth [5]. Note the traditional diesel-electric submarine
design in Figure 4 with two battery compartments, one each at the front and rear of
the submarine. Surrounding compartments typically include void and tank spaces and
unmanned machinery spaces. Manned machinery, accommodation and munition spaces
are typically located on the deck above.

Figure 4. Battery Compartment Location [40].

4.1.2. Functional Description
In recent literatures, lithium-ion battery chemistry, function, and failure modes have
been described extensively. A study on the consequences of lithium-ion cell failure and
subsequent fire has been performed that demonstrated the need for fire suppression
systems to mitigate the fire risk of lithium-ion batteries [41,42].
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4.2. Fire Risk—Lithium-Ion Batteries
The various failure modes of lithium-ion batteries are shown in Table 3, many of which
lead to overheating. Safe operation of lithium-ion batteries can be assisted by a Battery
Management System, however this is also has its own failure modes and vulnerabilities.
Table 3. Lithium-ion Battery Failures Leading to Fire.
Failure

Effect

Consequence

Over-voltage

Lithium plating, increased Joule heating of the cell

Permanent capacity loss, short circuit, overheating

Under-voltage/Over-discharge

Electrode breakdown

Permanent capacity loss, short circuit, overheating

Low Temperature Operation

Lithium plating, reduced chemical reaction rate

Performance reduction, short circuit, overheating

High Temperature Operation

Increased chemical reaction rate, breakdown of SEI
layer

Overheating

Mechanical Fatigue

Electrode cracking, increased internal impedance,
breakdown of SEI layer

Overheating

Mechanical Impact

Dislocation of internal components

Functional failure, short circuit, overheating

Design/Manufacturing Defect

Component failure

Functional failure, short circuit, overheating

Most pertinent to fire risk is thermal runaway, a process where the uncontrolled
temperature increase of a cell can lead to self-sustaining exothermic chemical reaction
causing fire and potentially explosion [42].
For a large submarine which will require thousands of cells to be tightly packed, this
brings the added risk of cascading thermal runaway where the heat from cells undergoing
thermal runaway is transferred to neighbouring cells, in turn triggering further thermal
runaway [39]. The typical stages of thermal runway are described in Figure 5 [40]. Thermal
runaway can occur at temperatures of 150 ◦ C, although the temperature at which thermal
runaway is triggered can depend on failure mode, cell geometry and cell chemistry [43].

Figure 5. Thermal Runaway, Sequence of Events.

Heating of the deck and bulkheads surrounding the batteries can lead to localised
weakening of the submarine structure and ignition of materials in adjacent compartments.
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4.2.1. Fuel Sources
Lithium-ion cells are typically filled with a flammable electrolyte of which there will
be several hundred tonnes in each battery compartment due to the large number of cells
required to power a large submarine [39]. Further, some design configurations will require
relatively high capacity cells to be used which contain more electrolyte per cell [43].
4.2.2. Ignition Sources
A key aspect of thermal runaway which contributes to its significant fire risk profile
is that fact it does not require an external ignition source to start a fire. A lithium-ion cell
contains everything required to reach significant temperatures once thermal runaway has
been triggered which can ignite surrounding materials as well as produce high-temperature,
flammable gasses which will readily produce a flame if vented from the cell. Many lithiumion cells are designed to vent gases in the event of thermal runaway to prevent explosion
leading to flaming fire and smoke.
4.2.3. Technology Maturity
Relatively low capacity (e.g., up to 5 Ah) lithium-ion batteries are found in many
consumer electronic devices and have reached a reasonable level of maturity, particularly
in the last five years (2015–2020) as considerable investment has been made to improve
safety measures and designs in response to serious fire safety concerns in a number of
industries and domains [44]. Note that the first edition of the International Air Transport
Association’s operator’s guidance document for lithium batteries was released in 2015 [45].
In the maritime domain, the US Navy released its Lithium Battery Systems Navy
Platform Integration Safety Manual in 2011 [46] and have continued their lithium-ion
battery safety research [47].
Larger cells (e.g., 20–100 Ah+) are still relatively immature however and their application in large, manned submarines is still in its infancy with some use in smaller swimmer
delivery vehicles and Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) [48,49]. The Japanese SelfDefense Force have recently commissioned a 4200 tonne Soryu-class submarine with GS
Yuasa built lithium-ion batteries [50] in 2020 [51]. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
in China is in the process of developing lithium-ion battery technology for use in its submarines within the next five years [52]. Other notable submarine designers, including
ThyssenKrup Marine Systems (TKMS), have completed research and development on
the design of a lithium-ion main storage battery for submarines, however many of these
designs are yet to be implemented [53].
Although one large conventional submarine operator has just begun to operate a
lithium-ion powered boat, the feasibility and safety integrity of lithium-ion batteries in
large, manned submarines is yet to be truly tested.
4.3. Hydrogen Fuel Cell
4.3.1. Future Submarine Context
The Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) Fuel Cell (PEMFC) is one of several technologies able to provide AIP for conventional submarines. The primary objective of AIP
is to extend a submarine’s underwater endurance and range, thereby increasing overall
stealth and enhancing operational flexibility. AIP basically allows the submarine to produce power from stored fuel and oxygen to recharge depleted batteries and or provide
direct power to the propulsion system and other functions of the submarine whilst submerged. This greatly reduces the need to frequently return to periscope depth to snort
and recharge batteries and therefore significantly reduces the risk of being detected. The
current Australian Collins Class submarine is of traditional conventional submarine design
with lead-acid batteries being the only source of power beyond periscope depth. A range of
AIP technologies, along with lithium-ion batteries, can be considered for future submarines
as a means of increasing capability and improving stealth profile.
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4.3.2. Functional Description
Hydrogen fuel cells utilise an electrochemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen
to produce electricity as shown in Figure 6. This requires a constant supply of hydrogen
and oxygen gas, the storage of which is a challenge for submarines. Most AIP technologies
require high pressure liquid oxygen (LOX) to be stored on-board. Storage methods for
hydrogen are varied however, ranging from metal hydride cylinders to carbon based fuels
which require a reformer to extract and convert the stored hydrogen into a form that is
usable by the fuel cell.

Figure 6. Diagram of a Hydrogen Fuel Cell [54].

The configuration shown in Figure 7 utilises metal hydride cylinders and a LOX tank.
Waste heat from the fuel cell is used to release hydrogen gas from the storage cylinders and
evaporate the LOX required to fuel the PEMFC. Water produced through the operation of
the fuel cell is retained to maintain stability on the submarine as fuels are expended [55].

Figure 7. PEMFC Configuration on Class 212 A and 214 Submarines [55].

Although this configuration has proven feasible in a number of submarines, the storage
efficiency in terms of the weight of metal hydride required to store sufficient hydrogen
precludes its use on larger submarines greater than 2000 tonnes displacement [55]. This
has driven the development of reformer technology which effectively involves the storage
of hydrogen in liquid fuels such as methanol, ethanol and diesel and then extracting the
hydrogen at the time of use within the fuel cell.
Steam reformation of hydrocarbon gases and liquids is a popular hydrogen production
method both for fuel cells and other applications. The designs and configurations are
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widely varied, but generally consist of three main components [56]: (1) a burner or furnace;
(2) a reactor, usually either a catalyst loaded microchannel heat exchanger; or an array
of hydrogen permeable membranes with integrated catalyst; and (3) a gas purification
system.
A picture of a microchannel heat exchanger or micro-reactor is shown in Figure 8a.
An integrated membrane reactor module is shown in Figure 8b.

Figure 8. Hydrogen Fuel Reactors. (a) Catalyst packed micro-reactor [57], (b) Methanol reformer integrated membrane
reactor [56].

The reforming process varies depending on system design, however generally requires
heating of the carbon based fuel or feedstock with steam and oxygen to produce mostly H2
gas and CO2 . This requires the use of waste water from the fuel cell whilst LOX stores must
feed the reformer as well as the fuel cell. Output gases from the reformer are then passed
through a gas purification system which removes unwanted gases so that sufficiently pure
hydrogen can be passed into the fuel cell [58].
To maintain equilibrium within the submarine, carbon dioxide gas must be vented to
the open sea whilst seawater is taken on as ballast [55]. This requires an exhaust treatment
system which ensures exhaust gases can be released underwater without compromising the
acoustic or thermal signature of the submarine. The system consists of two key components:
a CO2 compressor for release of gas at extended depths and a gas dissolution unit which
dissolves exhaust gases into seawater prior to release from the submarine [55].
A diagrammatic example of a fuel cell operating with a reformer is shown in Figure 9a.
Depending on the feedstock chosen, varying amounts of LOX, fuel and compensatory
ballast volume is required due to the chemical composition of the feedstock and the
reactions necessary to obtain usable hydrogen.
A comparison, across three different feedstocks, of the collective volume required to
achieve an equivalent AIP capacity is shown in Figure 10.
The exact volume of reformer feedstocks would be dependent on several factors,
mainly the characteristics of the fuel cell such as size and efficiency as well as the amount
of energy—and therefore hydrogen—desired to be stored by the system. Figure 10 is
intended to show the relative difference between feedstock options in terms of total volume
of fluids required to store an equivalent amount of hydrogen suitable to feed the fuel
cell. The relative differences are based on the variances in molecular construct of the
feedstocks with respect to hydrogen ratio (e.g., methanol-CH3 OH; ethanol-C2 H5 OH; dieselC12 H23 [average]), and the differences in physical properties of each feedstock.
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Figure 9. Schematic of Reformer Configuration for Use in a Submarine. (a) Hydrogen fuel cell with reformer and
feedstock [59], (b) Methanol reformer configuration [55].

Figure 10. Relative Volume Comparison of Reformer Feedstocks [55].

Methanol appears to provide the best volumetric solution, but also has some advantages over the other feedstocks [55] such as higher molecular hydrogen to carbon ratio;
most efficient reforming process; lower reformation temperature: 250 ◦ C compared to
>700 ◦ C (ethanol) and >850 ◦ C (diesel); higher purity compared to diesel etc.
It should be noted that using diesel as the feedstock offers the possibility of shared fuel
storage between the reformer and suitably designed main engines which could provide
enhanced operational flexibility. In either case, it is important to consider the choice
of feedstock on fire risk in terms of fuel volatility and AIP operational temperatures
and pressures.
The steam reformers likely to be incorporated onto a submarine should not be confused with the large industrial steam reformers used for high volume production of hydrogen gas. An example configuration of a methanol reformer for a submarine is shown in
Figure 9b. In this configuration, methanol is combusted with oxygen in the burner and used
to heat steam. Steam is used as the heat carrying medium to bring the reforming reactor
up to the required temperature of 250 ◦ C. Water and methanol are fed into the reforming
reactor at a water/methanol ratio of around 1.5. Steam and methanol pass through the
reactor, consisting of a series of tubes much like a heat exchanger or alternatively through a
series of permeable membranes. The reactor has an inbuilt catalyst, usually copper-based,
which aids the reforming reaction that converts methanol into a gas mixture containing
mostly hydrogen. The hydrogen is then passed through the gas purification system before
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being fed into the fuel cell. Remaining gases are recycled through the burner and carbon
dioxide is passed to the exhaust treatment system before being discharged overboard.
4.4. Fire Risk—Hydrogen Fuel Cell
4.4.1. Failure Modes
The PEMFC, reformer and exhaust treatment systems consist of many electrical and
mechanical components, most of which do not pose a significant fire safety risk. The key
components of their AIP system with respect to fire risk are the burner and reforming
reactor in the reformer system, LOX and fuel storage tanks, hydrogen purification vessels and associated fluid distribution systems. A review of the Hydrogen Tools Lessons
Learned database which contains over 300 incident reports for failures of hydrogen and
fuel cell technologies shows that the most common probable cause was Equipment Failure,
happening 26% of the time [60]. This far outweighs the next most common cause of Human
Error (10%) and appears to be the main risk factor. Equipment failure and human error are
the main causes of failure. Other 64% can be taken from [60].
Of the recorded incidents citing equipment failure as the probable cause, over 50%
were due to piping, valves, flanges and or tubing. Fluid leaks often occur at the interfaces,
interconnection points or in joints and discontinuous sections of distribution lines. It is at
these connection points that seals, flanges, gaskets, fasteners and other components can fail
and cause a fluid leakage [61]. Pipe ruptures, split tubes and similar failures have occurred
but are less common. It should be noted that only one equipment failure event was listed
as being caused by the fuel cell itself, with a short circuit causing melting of a tube filled
with hydrogen which caused a small fire [60].
As with the hydrogen fuel cell, LOX system failures relating to loss of fluid containment are the most critical with respect to fire risk. Although not flammable itself, oxygen
supports and accelerates combustion. An oxygen leak will lead to a localised higher than
normal concentration of oxygen which can significantly reduce the ignition temperature
and energy required to ignite materials [62].
Failure modes of steam reformers are largely dependent on design and configuration,
however those concerning fire risk also relate to loss of fluid containment. The furnace can
operate at pressures of up to 100 bar, the reactor can operate in excess of 50 bar depending
on design and temperatures in excess of 800 ◦ C depending on the feedstock. Failure modes
are similar to distribution systems and other comparable systems like heat exchangers,
ranging from flange, gasket and valve failures to corrosion and fatigue related cracking
and fracture [61].
The primary failure modes which could lead to a significant fire incident relate to
containment of the feedstock, hydrogen gas and LOX. Common failures of a hydrogen fuel
cell AIP system are summarised in Table 4. It should be noted that for the purposes of this
research and any subsequent failure mode and risk assessments, it is assumed that control
systems and related components have been designed to an appropriate Safety Integrity
Level such that the probability of critical failure caused by the control system has been
reduced to negligible levels.
4.4.2. Fuel Sources
The primary fuel sources in a hydrogen fuel cell system including a steam reformer
are the feedstock and hydrogen gas. The feedstock is likely to be either methanol, ethanol
or diesel fuel which are all highly flammable, especially the alcohol feedstocks. The volume
of feedstock held will depend on submarine power requirements and the desired range
requirements of the AIP system, however for the purposes of the large submarines, is
expected to be several hundred litres at the least. Hydrogen gas is highly flammable,
significantly more so than the feedstock. It will be reformed from the feedstock as needed
by the fuel cell and therefore only relatively small volumes of hydrogen gas should be
present at a given time, and only during operation of the AIP system.
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Table 4. Hydrogen Fuel Cell System Failures Leading to Fire.
Component

Hydrogen distribution

LOX distribution

Feedstock distribution

Reformer reactor

Failure

Effect

Consequence

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of hydrogen
supply to fuel cell, release of
hydrogen gas

Loss of fuel cell power,
build-up of hydrogen gas and
ignition leading to
explosion/fire, or jet flame
stemming from leak leading
to fire

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of oxygen
supply to fuel cell/reformer,
release of liquid and gaseous
oxygen, localised rapid cooling
from cryogenic liquid

Loss of fuel cell power,
embrittlement and possible
failure of components exposed
to cryogenic liquid, oxygen
enriched atmosphere leading
to ignition of surrounding
materials and explosion/fire

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of feedstock
supply to reformer, release of
hydrocarbon fuel in the form of
a drip or spray

Loss of fuel cell power, spray
of flammable liquid onto hot
surface or accumulation of
flammable liquid leading to
ignition and fire

Failed pipe/channel

Reduced or loss of hydrogen
supply to fuel cell, high or low
pressure release of heated
feedstock, steam and hydrogen

Loss of fuel cell power, spray
or leakage of heated,
flammable liquid-gas mixture
leading to ignition and fire

4.4.3. Ignition Sources
The most apparent ignition source in this AIP system is the burner in the furnace
of the reformer, although this will be concealed and not openly exposed to many of the
potential fuel sources. More importantly, it is the heat created by the furnace which is
passed through the AIP system, mainly via steam, which creates several hot surfaces of
high enough temperature to ignite any of the nominated fuels.
There are also several electrical components in the system for the transmission of
electricity generated by the fuel cell and for the controllers and monitoring equipment
embedded within the system. These have the potential to create electrical sparks during
malfunction or failure events.
Although not an ignition source or fuel in itself, perhaps the most hazardous component of this and any other AIP system is the LOX. Oxygen is a strong oxidiser that
vigorously supports combustion and its reactivity increases with increasing pressure,
temperature and concentration [63].
Many materials not considered to be flammable in normal conditions become readily
ignitable in concentrated oxygen, including metals and non-metals. This also means that
the energy required to ignite a material reduces with increasing oxygen concentration.
For example, the minimum spark energy for hydrogen gas in air under normal operating
conditions is 0.019 mJ, however in pure oxygen is less than one fifteenth of this at just
0.0012 mJ [63]. Similarly, grease or lubricant which is stable under normal operating conditions may ignite when exposed to concentrated oxygen. In an example which illustrates
how oxygen acts as a fire risk multiplier, flammable liquid which may have accumulated
slowly via a small leak could remain benign for extended periods, however would ignite if
exposed to sufficient oxygen.
4.4.4. Technology Maturity
Hydrogen fuel cells have seen extensive development and application in a variety
of industries including the energy and automotive sectors [64]. Over the last decade,
PEMFCs have been used on submarines in service with German, Italian, Israeli and Russian
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Navies [65], and could be considered to be a relatively proven submarine technology. A
Siemens PEMFC is shown in Figure 11a.

Figure 11. Technology Maturity—Hydrogen Fuel. (a) Siemens PEMFC [66], (b) TKMS proposed methanol reformer
submarine module [55].

Steam reformers have been used in large scale hydrogen production or fuel processing
for fuel cells for many years now with methane the most popular choice of feedstock. This
technology has been successfully developed and integrated with fuel cells using gaseous
and liquid feedstocks for smaller applications including stationary power sources, road
vehicles and military applications [64].
In terms of application to conventional submarines, steam reformers have not yet seen
integration into a submarine, and hydrogen fuel cells have not yet been integrated into
large conventional submarines of 3000 tonnes displacement or greater. In a drive to develop
fuel cell based AIP for larger submarines, a number of companies have been developing
PEMFC-reformer systems for submarines. TKMS have successfully integrated a methanol
reformer with the Siemens FCM120 hydrogen fuel cell in a land-based test facility. The
complete solution reportedly completed more than 1500 h of successful operation. As of
mid-2015, the system is in the process of being submarinised before further land-based
testing [55]. The proposed submarine module is shown in Figure 11b.
Naval Group Australia or French Directorate for Naval Construction also reported
their development and successful land-based testing of a similar AIP configuration [59] and
Navantia completed designs for a bio-ethanol fed fuel cell AIP solution, to be integrated
into the S-80 submarines and in service from 2016 onward [63].
In summary, steam reformer and fuel cell technology has seen extensive use and
integration in a variety of industries, however whilst there has been extensive development
and testing for submarine-based systems, the PEMFC-reformer AIP configuration currently
has no proven service history on a submarine.
4.5. MESMA Steam Turbine
Future Submarine Context and Functional Description
Module Energie Sous-Marin Autonome (MESMA) is able to generate electricity whilst
a submarine is submerged and is another technology solution that is able to provide AIP for
conventional submarines. MESMA uses a closed cycle steam turbine to produce electricity
in a configuration that is seen as a derivative of a nuclear submarine’s power plant, only
using non-nuclear means to generate steam. LOX is evaporated, mixed with fuel and the
mixture is ignited by a retractable tungsten electrode and burnt in a combustion chamber.
Exhaust gases up to 700 ◦ C are used to heat water which produces the steam required to
turn the turbine. The turbine drives an alternator-rectifier which generates direct current
power for the submarine [67]. A schematic of the MESMA system is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. MESMA Schematic [67].

Initially, methanol was used as the fuel, however ethanol was determined to be a more
suitable option due to its lower toxicity and relatively similar performance. Ethanol is
stored in a cofferdam which enables water to be taken on to compensate for weight changes
as fuel is burnt and exhaust gases leave the submarine. LOX is stored at low temperature
as it enables a greater amount of oxygen to be carried, despite requiring a pump to feed the
combustion chamber. The oxygen storage and distribution system is completely segregated
from the rest of the MESMA system to reduce risk and maintain safe operations.
A number of loops are used within the system to regulate temperature and improve
efficiency by recycling heat. Upon exiting the steam generator, some of the cooler exhaust
gases are rerouted back through the combustion chamber to regulate temperature. The
remainder of exhaust gases are passed through a water re-heater which simultaneously
cools exhaust gases in preparation for release outside the submarine and preheats water
cycling back through the steam generator. Exhaust gases exit the system at around 60 bar
and can therefore be released from the submarine at depth without the need for an exhaust
compression system. Similarly, cool seawater passes through the condenser to cool outgoing steam from the steam generator before using the thermal energy absorbed to heat a
separate water circuit which is used to evaporate the LOX [67].
4.6. Fire Risk-MESMA Steam Turbine
4.6.1. Failure Modes
From a fire risk perspective, MESMA is similar to a steam reformer used to produce
hydrogen for a fuel cell. Fuel and liquid oxygen is burned in a combustion chamber to
heat steam which in this case is used to turn a turbine as opposed to providing heat for
hydrogen production. Therefore the mechanical and electrical components that make
up the system are also similar and the system as a whole exhibits similar failure modes
and consequences.
The key components with respect to fire risk are the combustion chamber, LOX and
fuel storage tanks, and associated fluid distribution systems. As with similar systems,
the primary failure modes which could lead to fire relate to containment of fuel and LOX.
Common failure modes for the MESMA system which could lead to loss of containment
and consequently fire are summarised in Table 5.
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Table 5. MESMA System Failures Leading to Fire.
Component

LOX distribution

Fuel (ethanol) distribution

Combustion chamber

Failure

Effect

Consequence

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of oxygen
supply to combustion
chamber, release of liquid and
gaseous oxygen, localised
rapid cooling from
cryogenic liquid

Loss of MESMA power,
embrittlement and possible
failure of components exposed
to cryogenic liquid, oxygen
enriched atmosphere leading
to ignition of surrounding
materials and explosion/fire

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of fuel supply
to combustion chamber,
release of fuel in the form of a
drip or spray

Loss of MESMA power, spray
of flammable liquid onto hot
surface or accumulation of
flammable liquid leading to
ignition and fire

Failed seal, overpressure

Reduced or loss of steam
pressure to turbine, high or
low pressure release of fuel,
exhaust gases and or oxygen

Loss of MESMA power, spray
or leakage of heated,
flammable liquid-gas mixture
leading to ignition and fire

4.6.2. Fuel and Ignition Sources
The main fuel source for the MESMA system is ethanol which is highly flammable.
Similar to other AIP systems, the volume of ethanol held will depend on the range and
power requirements of the submarine, however will be several hundred litres at minimum.
The electrode within the combustion chamber ignites the oxygen-fuel mixture, however
is concealed and should not provide a source of ignition for an uncontrolled fire under
normal operating conditions.
Similar to other AIP systems, MESMA requires a fuel, ethanol in this case, to be burnt
in order to generate heat and produce steam to generate electricity. As a result, there will be
many hot surfaces within the system whilst it is being operated, some in excess of 700 ◦ C
which is sufficient to ignite a fuel leakage or spray.
As discussed in previous sections, whilst not technically being an ignition source, LOX
significantly increases the risk of ignition. System failures that wouldn’t normally lead to a
fire under normal conditions could escalate to a significant fire incident given heightened
concentrations of oxygen.
4.6.3. Technology Maturity
Although similar technologies exist, MESMA was developed exclusively for use in a
submarine and has no development or service history in other industries or applications.
Development of MESMA began in the mid-1980s when France-based Bertin Company
designed a system initially fuelled by methanol [67]. Since then the technology has been
jointly developed with Naval Group Australia and successfully integrated into a number
of conventional submarines.
The first submarine fitted with MESMA was an Agosta 90B submarine built for
the Pakistan Navy and commissioned in 2008. A further two Agosta 90B submarines
have since been retrofitted with MESMA and were delivered in 2011 [68]. A completed
MESMA module, ready for integration into one of the Agosta 90B submarines, is shown
in Figure 13a. The inside of a MESMA module built for the Agosta 90B submarine is shown
in Figure 13b.
MESMA is also offered on the latest AM-2000 variant of the Scorpène class submarines
of which the Indian Navy currently have three on order and the Brazilian Navy four,
although none of these submarines have been completed or commissioned [71].
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Figure 13. Photographs Showing Size of a MESMA Module and Its Inside. (a) Completed MESMA Module [69], (b) Inside
of a MESMA module [70].

MESMA has been under development for over 30 years and has nearly 10 years’
service history in conventional submarines, though those submarines are considered to
be medium sized at around 2000 tonnes displacement. MESMA currently has no service
history in large conventional submarines of 3000 tonnes or greater.
4.7. Stirling Engine
Future Submarine Context and Functional Description
A Stirling engine can be run whilst a submarine is submerged and used to generate
electricity at depth, allowing the submarine to stay submerged for extended periods.
Stirling engines are very similar to conventional internal combustion engines, the key
difference being that fuel is combusted and the resultant heat is applied externally to a
working fluid in a closed system [72]. A Stirling engine operates on a closed regenerative
thermodynamic cycle which utilises differing temperatures of a gaseous working fluid to
achieve cyclic expansion and compression in order to convert heat to work [73].
There are many types of Stirling engine, though their function normally involves the
working fluid moving between a heated and cooled part of the engine. The movement of
the gas is used to drive a number of pistons which, in the case of a submarine AIP system,
drive an alternator to produce electricity. The typical configuration of a Stirling engine
AIP system for a submarine includes LOX, low sulphur diesel fuel and helium gas as the
working fluid.
LOX is evaporated, mixed with the fuel and burnt in the combustion chamber at high
pressure to provide a source of heat [74]. The engine cycle operates as follows:

•
•
•

•

Helium gas enclosed within the Stirling engine is passed through tubes in the combustion chamber where it is heated.
Pistons push the helium to through a regenerator which absorbs heat, and a cooler
which further cools the gas before entering the lower, cool part of the cylinder.
Compression of the cooled gas assists the double acting piston to push the cool gas
back through the tubes, past the cooler and past the regenerator which transfers the
heat absorbed earlier back to the gas.
Gas moves back through the heater tubes in the combustion chamber and into the hot
part of the cylinder where it expands, pushes the piston down and restarts the cycle.

The cyclic movement of the pistons is used to turn a crankshaft connected to a generator which provides electricity to the submarine. Exhaust gases from the combustion
chamber are dissolved in seawater, usually at sufficiently high pressure to enable release
overboard without the need for a compressor. Helium and nitrogen are used to purge the
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combustion chamber when required and seawater is used to provide cooling. A schematic
of a typical Stirling engine AIP configuration is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Stirling Engine AIP Configuration [75].

4.8. Fire Risk-Stirling Engine
4.8.1. Failure Modes
As per the other AIP solutions discussed, the Stirling engine AIP systems have a
similar make up of mechanical and electrical components. In this case, fuel and liquid
oxygen is burned in a combustion chamber to heat the working fluid contained within the
Stirling engine. Therefore the system exhibits similar failure modes and consequences to
the MESMA and PEMFC systems.
The key components with respect to fire risk are the combustion chamber, LOX and
fuel storage tanks, and associated fluid distribution systems. The primary failure modes
which could lead to fire relate to containment of fuel and LOX. Common failure modes for
the Stirling engine system which could lead to loss of containment and consequently fire
are summarised in Table 6.
Table 6. Stirling Engine System Failures Leading to Fire.
Component

LOX distribution

Fuel (diesel) distribution

Combustion chamber

Failure

Effect

Consequence

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of oxygen
supply to combustion
chamber, release of liquid and
gaseous oxygen, localised
rapid cooling from
cryogenic liquid

Loss of Stirling engine power,
embrittlement and possible
failure of components exposed
to cryogenic liquid, oxygen
enriched atmosphere leading
to ignition of surrounding
materials and explosion/fire

Failed valve, gasket, seal or flange

Reduced or loss of fuel supply
to combustion chamber,
release of fuel in the form of a
drip or spray

Loss of Stirling engine power,
spray of flammable liquid
onto hot surface or
accumulation of flammable
liquid leading to ignition and
fire

Failed seal, overpressure

Reduced or loss of heat
transfer to working fluid, high
or low pressure release of fuel,
exhaust gases and or oxygen

Loss of Stirling engine power,
spray or leakage of heated,
flammable liquid-gas mixture
leading to ignition and fire
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4.8.2. Fuel Sources
The main fuel source for the Stirling engine AIP system is diesel fuel. Depending on
whether the main propulsion engines and the AIP system are able to run on the same fuel,
the amount of diesel fuel on-board the submarine could range from several hundred litres
if a separate fuel is required for the Stirling engine to several thousand litres if using a
common fuel type. Helium gas is used as the working fluid for the Stirling engine, and as
a purging gas along with nitrogen. Neither of these gases are flammable and would not
provide a fuel source for a fire.
4.8.3. Ignition Sources
Diesel fuel is combusted in oxygen within the combustion chamber, however this is
concealed and should not serve as an ignition source under normal operating conditions.
As with other AIP systems, Stirling engines require heat to operate. The flow of the working
fluid and exhaust gases through the system at temperatures up to 900 ◦ C [76] creates many
hot surfaces which can serve as ignition sources. Furthermore, as per other AIP systems
and as discussed earlier, LOX significantly increases the risk of ignition. System failures
that wouldn’t normally lead to a fire under normal conditions could escalate to a significant
fire incident given heightened concentrations of oxygen.
4.8.4. Technology Maturity
The invention of the Stirling engine dates back to 1816 when it was first patented by
inventor Robert Stirling [73]. The technology has a long history of development, however,
although considered a stepping stone to the development of many other technologies,
Stirling engines have limited use in niche applications today. Due to its ability to operate
with any heat source and its relatively quiet operation, one of those niches is submarine AIP.
Despite earlier efforts by the US Navy and others, development of Stirling engines
as an AIP solution for submarines did not reach the point of integration until the late
1970s when Kockums Submarine Systems in Sweden began its development program.
This resulted in the first fully functional Stirling engine AIP module being integrated
into a Näcken class submarine in 1988 [74]. Further development of this technology was
subsequently integrated into the Swedish Gotland and Södermanland class submarines.
The Singapore Navy now operates two ex-Gotland class submarines, the Archer class, both
with Stirling engine AIP.
Importantly, Stirling engines are the only AIP technology with a service history in large
conventional submarines, having been in-service on the Japanese, 4200 tonne Soryu class
submarines since 2009. With several operators, over 30 years’ service on medium-sized
conventional submarines and over 10 years’ service on large conventional submarines,
Stirling engines are perhaps the most mature submarine AIP technology.
5. Fire Risk Assessment
5.1. Overview
A high-level, semi-quantitative risk assessment of the fire safety critical, emerging
submarine technologies examined above has been conducted and is presented next. The
primary purpose of this analysis is to establish a priority ranking for further research and
testing to advance the safe integration of technologies that may enhance conventional
submarine capabilities.
5.2. Risk Assessment Framework
MIL-STD-882D—Standard Practice for System Safety [77], which forms the basis of
the RAN Safety Management Manual, has been used as the basis for this analysis. The risk
matrix is shown in Table 7 whereas likelihood and consequence definitions are outlined in
Table 8. In Table 7, in each box three values are given representing three sets of values. The
first set represents base values and second (italic) and third (bold) sets represent values for
sensitivity analysis. It is to be noted that the low Mishap Risk Assessment (MRA) values
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indicate higher risk. For example, risk values (base case) between 1 and 5 are considered
to be extreme risk and generally classified as intolerable (highlighted with red in Table 7)
whereas (base) values between 18 and 20 (highlighted with green in Table 7) are classified
as low risk and generally classified as acceptable. Yellow and blue highlights fall in high
and medium risk categories.
Table 7. Risk Matrix.
Consequence
Likelihood
Frequent
Probable
Occasional
Remote
Improbable

Catastrophic
1, 1, 1
2, 3, 4
4, 7, 10
8, 15, 22
12, 23, 34

Critical
3, 5, 7
5, 9, 13
6, 11, 16
10, 19, 28
15, 29, 43

Major
7, 13, 19
9, 17, 25
11, 21, 31
14, 27, 40
17, 33, 49

Minor
13, 25, 37
16, 31, 46
18, 35, 52
19, 37, 55
20, 39, 58

Table 8. Likelihood and Consequence Category Definitions.
Likelihood Category

Definition

Consequence Category

Definition

Catastrophic

Failure which could result in
death, permanent total disability
and or total mission failure

Critical

Failure which could result in
permanent partial disability and
or failure to achieve significant
mission requirements

Occasional

Likely to occur sometime in
the life of an item

Major

Failure which could result in
temporary partial disability and
or conduct of mission in a
degraded state

Remote

Unlikely but possible to occur
in the life of an item

Minor

Failure which could minor injury
and or minor capability
degradation

Improbable

So unlikely, it can be
assumed occurrence may not
be experienced

Frequent

Likely to occur often in the life
of an item

Probable

Will occur several times in the
life of an item

The likelihood of occurrence is assessed as the probability that the event will happen
in any one submarine across a fleet of 6–12, during a nominal 30-year service period. The
consequence is assessed as the impact to the submarine on which the event occurs.
Risks have been assessed without consideration for mitigation measures such as fire
suppression systems. This does not preclude ranking of systems in terms of their fire
risk which is the focus of this assessment. Fire safety system options are wide and varied
and should be considered at the whole of platform level. The configurations and the
effectiveness of various fire prevention, detection and suppression systems in conjunction
with the technologies under consideration is an extensive subject and will not be reviewed
as part of this semi-quantitative assessment. Note that, however, the technology maturity
weighting factor accounts for reliability, safety integrity and the availability of mitigation
measures that may be applied.
The Effect of Technology Maturity on Risk
The maturity of the technologies under consideration has been discussed in the sections above and has been considered in the context of large future conventional submarines.
A technology maturity weighting factor will be used to augment the overall risk assessment
to account for the following key risk factors:
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•

•

•

System reliability: The level of reliability of system components and the integrated
system itself is dependent on the maturity and rigour of associated design and manufacturing standards. This is largely dependent on the maturity of the technology
inherent in the system and the scale of its use and production. The higher the reliability,
the lower the probability of failure and the lower the overall risk.
Safety integrity: Whilst related to reliability, safety integrity is closely connected to
the service history of a technology and the collective knowledge of how the system
operates and fails. The longer a system has served in a particular application, the
better the operational risk and safety factors are able to be understood which leads to
more robust system design and better overall safety. In the context of fire risk, this can
lead to fewer failures that cause fires and or less severe fires should they occur.
Effectiveness of available mitigation measures: Referring specifically to fire risk, the
nature of a technology’s operation, the chemicals used and the environment in which
it operates all affect the availability and effectiveness of preventative and reactionary
mitigation measures. The level of understanding about which fire prevention, detection and suppression systems work best with a certain system is dependent on the
maturity of the technology, the degree of testing and development and the length of
its service in a submarine environment.

In order to account for the maturity of the technologies under assessment, a technology
maturity weighting factor will be used to augment the overall risk assessment to account for
the key risk factors discussed above. This will be directly related to length of service history
and extent of testing and development in relation to: (1) Large conventional submarines
(approximately 3000 tonnes displacement and above); (2) Small to medium conventional
submarines (1000 to 2500 tonnes); and (3) Other industries and applications. Technology
maturity weighting (TMW) factors are defined in Table 9. Three sets of values are given
representing TMW base and sensitivity values. Base risk scores are taken from MIL-STD882D—Standard Practice for System Safety [77]. Arbitrary sensitivity values were used
to scale the base risk scores to provide a risk rating range for each technology in order to
account for uncertainty in the risk assessment. It is to be noted that low weighting factors
relate to low technology maturity and will reduce the MRA value which, in the context of
the above risk framework, results in an overall higher level of risk. The adjusted MRA will
be MRA × TMW.
Table 9. Technology Maturity Risk Weighting Factors.
Weighting Factor

Definition

Base

Sensitivity 1

Sensitivity 2

1.0

1.0

1.0

Proven service history in large conventional
submarines.

0.9

Proven service history in medium sized
conventional submarines. Extensive development
and testing for large conventional submarines, but
no service history.

0.8

0.85

0.6

0.7

0.8

Proven service history in other industries and
applications other than submarines. Extensive
development and testing for submarines, but no
service history.

0.4

0.55

0.7

Service history in other industries and applications
other than submarines. Some testing and
development for submarine applications.

0.2

0.4

0.6

No proven history or extensive development,
considered to be an experimental technology.
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5.3. Assessment
5.3.1. Scenario
There are many scenarios under which fires of various magnitudes may occur, however for the purpose of establishing the overall risk associated with each technology, the
worst case credible scenario has been considered. The worst case scenarios across all
technologies are similar, particularly for AIP systems, given that a severe fire is likely to
have catastrophic consequences no matter the source or cause.
5.3.2. Quantification
The semi-quantitative risk assessment is summarised in Table 10 with scoring from
base values.
All the AIP systems considered require LOX, some sort of liquid fuel and a combustion
reaction to release the heat or products required to generate electricity. Despite the method
used, all these systems are comprised of similar components and therefore, carry the same
risks and have equal unadjusted MRA values. Each of the AIP solutions are at different
levels of maturity which is the only point of difference in terms of risk. The PEMFCreformer combination is the least mature, as a reformer has never served on a submarine
before and therefore this solution carries a higher risk than the other solutions. Conversely,
the Stirling engine has seen service on medium and large sized conventional submarines,
and being the most mature technology, it has the lowest fire risk.
Lithium-ion batteries perform a different role on the submarine and are fundamentally
different to the other technologies in terms of function and operation. Lithium-ion batteries
have a higher probability of fire due to the fact that so many—up to several thousand—
individual cells will be required to meet the power requirements of the submarine. This
means there are several thousand points of failure such that if just one cell fails, due to the
nature of thermal runaway, it could cause a severe fire. As a result, lithium-ion batteries
have the lowest unadjusted MRA value. Lithium-ion batteries are also the least mature of
the technologies assessed with regard to integration into submarines. Not only have they
not been used on a submarine before, but the technology is also facing fire safety issues
in other applications and industries. This further increases the level of risk and makes
lithium-ion batteries clearly the highest risk technology and the one in need of the most
work prior to integration into future submarines.
5.3.3. Sensitivity Analysis
It may be argued that the scoring system adopted as base values is a subjective one.
The ranking may be changed if the scoring system is changed. Hence, we have conducted a
sensitivity analysis where the scoring system has been changed and the effect of this in the
ranking of the compartment has been analysed. Here we have considered two additional
scoring systems—sensitivity 1 and sensitivity 2. The details of the different scoring system
have been presented in Tables 7 and 9. For the base values, MRA value increases with an
interval of 1 and for sensitivity values, intervals are 2 and 3, respectively. On the other
hand, base scores for technology maturity are at an interval of 0.2. For sensitivity values,
intervals of 0.15 and 0.1, respectively are adopted.
The total score for different technologies has been calculated and presented in Table 11.
In the analysis, it can been seen that total score has been increased with the corresponding
increase in the scoring system. However, the overall ranking of the risk has not been
changed, as seen in Table 10. Therefore, it appears that the Stirling engine poses the lowest
risk and lithium-ion batteries poses the highest risk. The difference between the PEMFC
and MESMA narrows when different scoring system is used.
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Table 10. Fire Safety of Critical Technologies—Semi-quantitative Risk Assessment.

Technology

Lithium-ion
Battery

Risk Description

There is a risk of
cell failure
resulting in
thermal runaway
of an individual
cell, leading to
cascading thermal
runaway of a
battery bank and
severe fire. This is
likely to occur at
depth whilst
discharging or
charging batteries
(via AIP) or when
charging batteries
whilst snorting at
periscope depth.

Consequence

Consequence
Description

Catastrophic

A severe fire in the
main battery
compartment could
lead to multiple
system failure
including loss of
propulsion, multiple
fatalities,
incapacitation of crew
and possibly loss of
the submarine. Given
the likely spread of
heat and smoke
through the
submarine, response
to the fire would
likely require
surfacing which,
depending on the
location of the
submarine at the time,
could lead to
detection and total
mission failure.

Likelihood

Likelihood
Description

Probable

Although
dependent on
design, there is
likely to be several
thousand
Lithium-ion cells in
each submarine.
Given
6–12 submarines
over the course of
30 years, the
number of cells and
the typical
occurrence rate of
manufacturing
faults, it is likely
more than one of
these cells will
experience thermal
runaway at
some time.

MRA

2

Technology
Maturity
Weighting

Technology
Maturity
Description

Maturity AdjustedMRA

0.4

Lithium-ion
batteries have no
service history in
conventional
submarines, large or
small. They have
service history in
other industries,
however continue
to encounter fire
safety issues in the
aero and auto
industries. There is
publicly reported
development and
testing of this
technology for
submarines,
although this does
not appear to be
extensive.

0.8
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Table 10. Cont.

Technology

PEMFC with
Reformer

Risk Description

There is a risk of
containment loss
of the feedstock,
hydrogen or
oxygen leading to
ignition of fluid
and severe fire.
This is likely to
occur at depth
whilst AIP is
being used to
recharge batteries
or directly power
submarine
propulsion and
hotel load.

Consequence

Catastrophic

Consequence
Description

A severe fire in the
AIP compartment
could lead to multiple
fatalities,
incapacitation of crew,
possible explosion if
LOX and fuel storage
is breached and loss
of the submarine. If
unable to be isolated,
response to the fire
would likely require
surfacing, leading to
detection and
mission failure.

Likelihood

Occasional

Likelihood
Description

The components
most likely to cause
loss of fluid
containment are
flanges, gaskets and
flexible hoses. A
high level of
standardisation and
maintenance is
associated with
these components,
and leakages are
generally detectable
before escalation
into a fire.
Occurrence for an
individual
submarine is
unlikely, however
over the course of
30 years, it is likely
at least one
submarine will
experience such
an incident.

MRA

4

Technology
Maturity
Weighting

Technology
Maturity
Description

Maturity AdjustedMRA

0.7

A compound
weighting has been
given as follows:
PEMFC-0.8PEMFCs have over
10 years of proven
service history on a
number of small to
medium sized
conventional
submarines, but no
service history on
large conventional
submarines.
Reformer-0.6-Steam
reformers have a
proven service
history in other
industries whilst a
number of
submarine
designers have
undertaken full
scale land-based
testing in
conjunction with
PEMFCs. Reformers
currently have no
service history on
submarines,
however.

2.8
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Table 10. Cont.

Technology

Risk Description

MESMA

There is a risk of
containment loss
of ethanol or LOX
leading to ignition
of fluid and
severe fire. This is
likely to occur at
depth whilst AIP
is being used to
recharge batteries
or directly power
submarine
propulsion and
hotel load.

Stirling
Engine

There is a risk of
containment loss
of diesel fuel or
LOX leading to
ignition of fluid
and severe fire.
This is likely to
occur at depth
whilst AIP is
being used to
recharge batteries
or directly power
submarine
propulsion and
hotel load.

Consequence

Catastrophic

Catastrophic

Consequence
Description

A severe fire in the
AIP compartment
could lead to multiple
fatalities,
incapacitation of crew,
possible explosion if
LOX and fuel storage
is breached and loss
of the submarine. If
unable to be isolated,
response to the fire
would likely require
surfacing, leading to
detection and
mission failure.

Likelihood

Occasional

Occasional

Likelihood
Description

The components
most likely to cause
loss of fluid
containment are
flanges, gaskets and
flexible hoses. A
high level of
standardisation and
maintenance is
associated with
these components,
and leakages are
generally detectable
before escalation
into a fire.
Occurrence for an
individual
submarine is
unlikely, however
over the course of
30 years, it is likely
at least one
submarine will
experience such
an incident.

MRA

4

4

Technology
Maturity
Weighting

Technology
Maturity
Description

Maturity AdjustedMRA

0.8

MESMA has nearly
10 years of proven
service history in
medium sized
conventional
submarines, but
currently has no
proven service
history in large
conventional
submarines.

3.2

1.0

The Stirling engine
has over 25 years of
proven service
history on medium
sized conventional
submarines and
over 5 years of
proven service on
large conventional
submarines.

4
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Table 11. Sensitivity Analysis of Scoring.
Adjusted MRA Values = MRA × TMW

Scoring
MRA

Technology Maturity
Weightage (TMW)
TMW Base

2 × 0.4 = 0.8

Risk Rating Base

TMW Sensitivity 1

2 × 0.55 = 1.1

TMW Sensitivity 2

2 × 0.7 = 1.4

TMW Base

Risk Rating
Sensitivity 1

Risk Rating
Sensitivity 2

Lithium-Ion
Battery

PEMFC with
Reformer

MESMA

Stirling Engine

4 × 0.7 = 2.8

4 × 0.8 = 3.2

4×1=4

4 × 0.78 = 3.1

4 × 0.85 = 3.4

4×1=4

4 × 0.85 = 3.4

4 × 0.9 = 3.6

4×1=4

3 × 0.4 = 1.2

7 × 0.7 = 4.9

7 × 0.8 = 5.6

7×1=7

TMW Sensitivity 1

3 × 0.55 = 1.65

7 × 0.78 = 5.43

7 × 0.85 = 5.95

7×1=7

TMW Sensitivity 2

3 × 0.7 = 2.1

7 × 0.85 = 5.95

7 × 0.9 = 6.3

7×1=7

TMW Base

4 × 0.4 = 1.6

10 × 0.7 = 7.0

10 × 0.8 = 8.0

10 × 1 = 10

TMW Sensitivity 1

4 × 0.55 = 2.2

10 × 0.78 = 7.8

10 × 0.85 = 8.5

10 × 1 = 10

TMW Sensitivity 2

4 × 0.7 = 2.8

10 × 0.85 = 8.5

10 × 0.9 = 9.0

10 × 1 = 10

Whilst identification of lithium-ion batteries as the highest risk technology may seem
obvious, and the risk assessment extraneous, a structured, risk-based review of these
technologies provides a level of understanding about the factors contributing to fire safety
and risk. Further, the application of technology maturity weighting factors illustrates how
maturity, with specific regard to proven submarine application, affects the level of risk
associated with each technology.
5.4. Potential Mitigation Measures for Lithium-Ion Batteries
Based on the analysis results, lithium-ion batteries pose the highest risk. There can be
a number of potential mitigation measures. Preventive measures can include (a) Battery
management system to prevent over charge/discharge and other conditions leading to
thermal runaway; (b) cell segregation, spacing and application of insulation materials to
prevent propagation of thermal runaway within cell modules, (c) battery/cell cooling system to reduce risk of thermal runaway and prevent spread of thermal runaway to adjacent
cells and cell modules; (d) hypoxic atmosphere control system to prevent or minimise
extent of flaming fires caused by gas vented from overheated cells. Protective measures
may include fixed fire suppression system (e.g., water mist, foam, halon replacement); fire
rated construction; and paints and other fireproof coatings. However, more research is
needed to test these mitigation measures.
6. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has reviewed the key emerging technologies that may form part of large
next generation conventional submarines. The functionality, failure modes and technology
maturity within the submarine domain were assessed to determine the relative levels of fire
risk associated with each technology. The semi-quantitative risk analysis showed that due
to current fire safety issues, lack of proven service history on submarines and the nature
of the technology’s operation and failure modes, lithium-ion batteries are considered to
present the highest fire safety risk for future submarines whilst potentially offering the
most significant capability gain for conventional submarines. As such, lithium-ion batteries
are a prime candidate for further fire safety research, the outcomes of which could prove
most useful to conventional submarine designers and operators.
The prevention of cell to cell or module to module propagation of thermal runaway is
highlighted as a key target for lithium-ion battery fire risk mitigation. Suggested controls
include an active thermal management or cell cooling system to minimise the speed and
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occurrence of thermal runaway propagation and a Battery Management System to provide
advanced warning of potential thermal runway conditions to allow early intervention.
Further independent research and testing is required to take advantage of capability
offered by this technology whilst maintaining the safety and integrity of the submarine. In
particular, extensive battery testing is required to provide a more consistent and comprehensive set of data to facilitate modelling and design development. This will be useful for
numerical model development to simulate lithium-ion battery fire growth and propagation
as well as assess the effectiveness of mitigation measures.
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